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Labor Unions 

In the employment world, there are several laws and organizations that ensure the 

protection of employee rights. Labor unions are organizations that participate with the employer 

in collective bargaining for the protection of employees' working conditions and economic 

status. They were developed for this reason and have had many advantages to workers. Another 

worker protection aspect is the right-to-work. It is workplace freedom that grants workers a 

choice on deciding whether they want to join their workplace union. This document discusses the 

benefits of labor unions as they were started, their importance today, disadvantages, and the pros 

and cons of right-to-work laws. 

Labor Unions 

Pros 

Labor unions provided several benefits in their start and progress. They provided workers 

with protection from unjust actions from the employer. Employers can fire employees for any 

reason. However, workers who joined labor unions had to get just causes for being fired in which 

the process was not simple. Hayes and Michael (pg 991)state, "firing of an employee in a labor 

union required the decision to for through a grievance procedure or arbitration.” Unions also 

promoted better benefits and wages for their members. Labor unions led to worker provisions 

and workers having benefits like weekends off. They created an economic trend of workers 

getting provisions that benefit workers today.    
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Cons 

Labor Unions do not promote individuality. When in a situation, an employee in a union 

might be forced to resign to resolve the problem, which might not be an option. Labor Unions 

today make it harder for employers to promote or fire employees. They pay a lot of attention to 

worker seniority, which translates into advancement lack for high-performing and new 

employees. Unions increase costs. Although they are associated with increasing compensations 

for members, it can also be stated that hiring an employee in a labor union is expensive 

compared to hiring a non-unionized worker(Hayes and Michael, pg 991). Hiring a unionized 

employee also has more regulations, rules, and safeguards that can cause hiring negotiation and 

litigation costs issues if issues escalate to the grievance process or arbitration.   

Right to work 

Pros 

There are several pros of the right to work. One is that the right to work increases the 

rights afforded to workers. It affords them the right to decide on whether they want to join a 

labor union or not. The right-to-work also holds the union accountable. The laws ensure that the 

advantages stated by the union to members are afforded to them. It ensures that workers are not 

exploited by their labor unions(Feigenbaum et al., pg 19. Right-to-work laws grant workers more 

freedom financially. The dues paid to unions sometimes are several hundred dollars annually for 

each member.  In some cases, the union monthly dues cost members almost two hours’ worth of 

pay. The right-to-work law offers employees the chance to decide whether they will pay union 

dues or not to get involved. A significant number of employees are against the thought of paying 

union dues for unions they did not decide to be part of in the first place.  

Cons 
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Right-to-work laws potentially make businesses lose their competitive edge on 

international levels. Some groups state that “Right to work makes American businesses less 

competitive internationally”(Feigenbaum et al., pg 20 ). This is because they have to compete 

with countries with low wages. The right-to-work laws significantly reduce the union funds. 

Since workers have a choice of not paying the union fees, unions may lack access to funds 

crucial for their campaigns and self-support. Additionally, the laws reduce the power of labor 

unions. The members of union laws are allowed by right-to-work laws to decide on how they 

want to participate in the unions. This significantly reduces the union’s power. 

To sum up, labor unions have had a significant impact on workers since their 

formulation. They have helped in the protection of workers’ rights and are still relevant today. 

However, they have several disadvantages, as discussed in this document. Right-to-work laws 

serve the employee interests for a wide part. The main disadvantage is that they reduce the 

effectiveness of labor unions.  
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